
Amidst the complexity of AAA's transformation journey, Tiffany Newhouse of Newhouse
Project Consulting (NPC) emerged as the guiding force. They worked closely with AAA's
leadership to develop a holistic strategy, with the clear objective of deploying Salesforce
solutions, driving cultural change, and ensuring seamless adoption across the organization. 
At Newhouse Project Consulting (NPC), they have witnessed firsthand the transformative
power of technology in driving organizational change. Their partnership with AAA is a prime
example of how Salesforce solutions can revolutionize technical processes and cultural
dynamics within large enterprises.

A pivotal milestone for her team in the journey with AAA was deploying Salesforce solutions,
including Sales and Service Cloud, to approximately 100 users across the enterprise.
However, their focus extended beyond technical implementation. They prioritized change
management and cultural transformation, empowering AAA's workforce to embrace change
and leverage Salesforce effectively in their daily operations.

As engagement leaders for technical transformation, NPC guided AAA through the adoption
of Salesforce, enabling the organization to navigate ambiguity and organizational change
with agility and resilience. By fostering a culture of innovation and collaboration, they
equipped AAA to drive efficiency and adaptability in the face of evolving challenges.

Reflecting on The partnership with AAA,Tiffany recalls the tangible outcomes it delivered. The
alignment of Salesforce solutions with AAA's business objectives led to significant
improvements in sales performance, financial management, and account management
effectiveness. This resulted in increased productivity and improved efficiency in sales
operations, positioning AAA for sustainable growth and success in the competitive insurance
landscape.

AAA, a significant player in the insurance industry,
faced a daunting task after its separation from its
parent company. The challenge was to establish a
new organizational structure, which involved
reshaping the workforce, reengineering operational
processes, and fostering a culture of innovation and
agility. This was a critical juncture for AAA.

Driving Organizational Excellence: The AAA Transformation Journey with
Salesforce Solutions

The success of AAA's transformation journey underscores the
transformative power of change management in driving
organizational excellence and cultural revitalization for
Salesforce solutions. Through collaboration, innovation, and a
shared commitment to success, NPC and AAA have forged a
partnership that continues to inspire and catalyze positive
change in the insurance industry and beyond. This cultural
transformation has laid the foundation for sustained success
and organizational growth, paving the way for AAA's
continued innovation and excellence.
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